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Abstract- We develop a method based on spectral graph theoryto approximate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of theLaplace-Beltrami operator of a compact riemannian manifold.The method is applied to a closed hyperbolic surface of genustwo.  The results obtained agree with the ones obtained by otherauthors by different methods, and they serve as experimentalevidence supporting the conjectured fact that the genericeigenfunctions belonging to the first nonzero eigenvalue of aclosed hyperbolic surface of arbitrary genus are Morse functionshaving the least possible total number of critical points among allMorse functions admitted by such manifolds.
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1. Introduction

The determination of eigenfunctions of the Laplacianoperator on a Manifold has been conducted by severalauthors and with different methods. These eigenfunctionsare relevant in Astrophysics, Geometric Modeling,Topology, Differential Geometry, Quantum Mechanics,among others. In  (Aurich, 1989) the low lying eigenvaluesof a closed hyperbolic surface of genus two, that in thesequel will also be referred to as  a double doughnut, arecalculated using  finite element methods. In (Aurich, 1993)the same calculation is performed but using boundaryelement methods. Works (Aurich, 1989) and (Aurich,1993) were motivated by questions in the area of quantumchaos. In (Cornish, 1998) the authors also calculate lowlying eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenfunctions ofa double doughnut, using a finite difference discretizationof a wave equation. Their interest in this problem arosemainly from their study of the relation between thepresent distribution of the cosmic microwave radiation ofthe universe and its topological structure. Article(Bachelot-Motet) also finds approximations to a number of

eigenvalues and corresponding eigenfunctions of a doubledoughnut by using finite element methods. In the recentpaper (Strohmaier, 2011) a rigorous method, based on themethod of particular solutions, is formulated for solvingthe same problem for closed hyperbolic surfaces of allgenera. It is important to point out that in all these worksthe motivation was  entirely different from ours.
1.1 Motivation.The main motivation for the present article is theevaluation of the generality of an observation made by oneof the authors concerning the fact that in various simple(e.g. locally homogeneous) compact riemannian manifolds(e.g. flat tori and round spheres of arbitrary dimension)the generic eigenfunction of the Laplace-Beltrami operatorbelonging to the first nonzero eigenvalue are minimalMorse functions in the sense of having the least possibletotal number of critical points among all Morse functionsadmitted by the manifold. In this paper we take the nextobvious step, namely we try to determine the presence ofthe same phenomenon in the case of compact hyperbolicsurfaces. Actually, we only consider a particular genus-2hyperbolic surface. In the flat tori and round sphere casesa closed form for the eigenfunctions of all eigenvalues isknown.  Unfortunately, the eigenfunctions do not admitsuch nice closed form in the hyperbolic case. This factforces one to look instead for approximations of theeigenfunctions obtained by some numerical method.
2. Methodology

2.1. Representing closed hyperbolic surfacesLet be a riemannian 2-manifold having emptyboundary. If is compact, connected and orientable, andthe gaussian curvature of at each point of is , thenis called a closed hyperbolic surface.  The only
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topological invariant of these objects is their genus. This isa nonnegative integer, which by an immediate applicationof the Gauss-Bonnet theorem, has value two or more. Theclassification up to isometry of closed hyperbolic surfacesof fixed genus is a vastly more complex issue. There is astandard procedure to construct all possible closedhyperbolic surfaces. The diskendowed with theriemannian metric given in Cartesian coordinatesby is known as Poincaré’s disk model (of2-dimensional hyperbolic geometry). We denote by theresulting notion of distance between points of . We willsometimes think of as the open unit disk of the complexplane . Let us denote by the group formed by allorientation preserving isometries of and letbe a discrete and cocompact subgroup.These conditions guarantee that the quotient manifoldtogether with the metric induced by in the obviousway, is a closed hyperbolic surface. Accordingly, it issufficient to have a method to produce all possible discreteco-compact subgroups of in order to construct allpossible closed hyperbolic surfaces. Such method wasdiscovered by Poincaré and is known as Poincaré’stheorem. It roughly says that in order to construct anysuch subgroup it is enough to give a polygonwhose closure in is compact and an indexed family ofisometries , satisfying anumber of properties (see (Waldschmidt, 1989.)). Thesubgroup is the one generated by these . In the presentarticle we will study eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of theLaplace-Beltrami operator of a particular genus two closedhyperbolic surface, that we describe next. Let be thecircle of radius and center forand let be the corresponding open disks.Let be the octagon (see Figure 1). The vertices

of are the points contained in and belonging tofor plus the point containedin and belonging to . The oriented sides ofwill be denoted by where and are its endpoints.For let be the isometry of defined by:

It can be directly verified that ,, , .If one takes , , ,, , , ,, then all conditions of Poincaré's theoremare satisfied and the isometries generate adiscrete compact subgroup of . is thereforea closed hyperbolic surface whose genus turns out to be 2.There is an alternative and more intuitive description ofthe riemannian manifold . The polygon can beregarded as a riemannian manifold with corners, and theaction of restricted to as a rule for gluing withitself.  General theorems guarantee that the quotientinherits a smooth structure and a riemannian structurefrom the corresponding structures carried by K. It can beproved that the riemannian manifold so defined isisometric to the riemannian manifold .Topologically,the manifold is obtained by taking and gluing theside with the side according to , the sidewith the side according to , the sidewith the side according to , and the side withthe side according to . It can be easily verified thatif , then the riemannian distance between thepoints in is.
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Figure 1: Polygon K
2.2. Discretization

In order to obtain approximations to the eigenvalues andeigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltrami operator of theriemannian manifold it is necessary to construct ahyperbolic mesh for this object. This is done in thefollowing way. We first fix a positive integer n and thendivide each side of by taking pointssuch that ,and is independent of . (Here ismeant to be ) Let denote the collection formed byall . Since the polygon is regular, the numbersare also independent of . Let us denoteby this common number. Then we randomly pick a largenumber of points out of the interior of , taking intoaccount the notion of area induced by , i.e. we pickpoints near a point with probabilitywhereis the total hyperbolic area of . Let be the collection soobtained. Then a subcollection of is chosen

satisfying i) and ii) maximality respect to theproperty that no two points in it are at hyperbolic distanceless than , i.e. for each point in that is not in there isa point in so that their hyperbolic distance is less thanor equal to . Next a triangulation for with vertex setis built satisfying the demand that all arcs aresides of triangles. The algorithm used for building thistriangulation is based on Delaunay's method. Theunderlying graph of the triangulation so obtained isusually nearly regular, and the hyperbolic length of itsedges is nearly constant. Since the geodesic arc joining twopoints in is unique, all that is needed in order to specifythe triangulation is the set of pairs of points ofcorresponding to sides of triangles. Now, due to the waythe points of were chosen, this triangulation ofdescends to a triangulation of . The underlying graphof this triangulation is the one having vertex set andedge set . Wemake this into a weighted graph by attaching weightto all edges. (The notions of graph and weighted graph aredefined in the next section.) This weighted graph will be
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regarded as an approximation of the riemannian manifold
2.3 Approximating eigenvalues and corresponding

eigenfunctions of

In this section we present the method used to get a feel forthe shape of the eigenfunctions of the Laplace-Beltramioperator on corresponding to the first nonzeroeigenvalue. In particular we will be interested in thecritical point structure of such functions.
2.3.1. Spectral graph theory method

The spectral graph theory method consists inapproximating a riemannian manifold by a weighted

graph, the real valued functions on the manifold by thereal valued functions defined on the set of vertices of thegraph, and the Laplace-Beltrami operator by certain
discrete Laplacian operator of the weighted graph. Theeigenvalues and eigenvectors of the latter operator areapproximations for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions ofthe Laplace-Beltrami operator of the riemannian manifold,whose accuracy depends on how well the weighted graphapproximates the riemannian manifold. As a matter of fact,we prefer to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctionsof another operator that is closely related to the discreteLaplacian operator just mentioned.
We now recall the basic concepts of spectral graph theory.A graph is a pair consisting of a set that weassume finite, and a set whose elements are two-elementsubsets of The elements of are called vertices andthose of are called edges.  The fact that in isabbreviated by . A weighted graph is a graphtogether with a rule that assigns a nonnegative realnumber to each edge. We denote by the nonnegativenumber attached to edge . Notice that .There are several matrices associated to this object. Thepurpose of spectral graph theory is to study graphs bylooking at the similarity classes of the associated matrices.The most basic matrix is the adjacency matrix defined asthe matrix whose entry is if andzero otherwise. The degree of a vertex of a weighted

graph is . The matrix is also veryimportant. is called the normalized Laplacian matrix ofthe weighted graph. An analogue of the Laplace-Beltramioperator for a weighted graph is the one sending eachfunction to the functiondefined as

where denotes .  We observe that in caseis k-regular   (i.e. each vertex of is connected to exactly
k other vertices) and all weights are equal to for a fixedit can be easily verified that
Where and denote the adjacency anddegree matrices for the unweighted graph underlyingthe one obtained from by replacing all of itsweights by 1.
Let be a compact riemannian manifold withoutboundary.  Now we present the setting in (Fujiwara,1995).  Let be a positive real number. A subset of issaid to be -separated if the riemannian distance betweenany two points of is not less than . Suppose that isan -separated set that is maximal, i.e. no superset of is-separated. Now consider the weighted graph havingvertex set , edge set formed by those pairs of points inwhose riemannian distance does not exceed ,and the riemannian distance between and . Anyweighted graph obtained in this way is termed an -net  of. Paper (Fujiwara, 1995) describes how theeigenvalues of the operator defined in equation 1 onan -net for approach the eigenvalues of theLaplace-Beltrami operator of . Our approach differsfrom Fujiwara's in two ways, namely  (i) we use theoperator defined by the right hand side of equation 2 and(ii) a Delaunay's method based algorithm is used for
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declaring pairs of distinct points to be edges of theapproximating graph.
3. Results

In this section we present the results obtained by theapplication of the spectral graph theory method discussedin the previous sections. As explained in section 2.2 , thefirst step is to divide each side of the octagon intosegments of the same hyperbolic length. Several segmentsizes were tried and very good results were obtained bydividing each side into segments, each ofhyperbolic length .  Then a large number of

points are randomly selected out of the interior of and astraightforward algorithm is applied to this set of points inorder to extract a maximal -separated subset from it. Thelatter set turned out to consist of 3827 points. Then aDelaunay method based algorithm is applied to this set ofpoints producing a triangulation of . For visualizationpurposes,
Figure 2 displays the result obtained by using . Ithas 1480 points.

Figure 2. Triangulation of K with 1480 vertices obtained starting with n=40
The next step is to produce the adjacency matrix  of theunweighted graph underlying the triangulation. Thisinformation is further processed in order to obtain theadjacency matrix of the unweighted graph obtainedfrom the previous unweighted graph by identifying thevertices lying on the boundary of according to theglueing maps .  Then the matrix is

calculated and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors areobtained using MATLAB.
Table 1 shows the first eight eigenvalues together with thegraphs of their corresponding eigenfunctions. It isimportant to remark that all eigenvalues turned out tohave multiplicity one, which is the case for a genericmatrix. We now compare this result with those obtainedby Bachelot-Motet in (Bachelot-Motet).  The
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eigenfunctions we obtained corresponding to theeigenvalues are similar tothe three eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue 3.388 shown inFigure 4.4 of (Bachelot-Motet). This is reflecting the factthat the first nonzero eigenvalue of the closed hyperbolicsurface of genus 2 has multiplicity three, and that as themesh gets finer the first three nonzero eigenvalues cometogether, becoming in the limit a single eigenvalue withmultiplicity three. It is interesting to notice that thesethree functions seem to be related by a symmetry of theclosed hyperbolic surface of genus two. If we take theaverage of 3.0511, 3.8844, 3.9136 we obtain 3.6287, avalue that seems close to the value 3.8388 obtained byBachelot-Motet. The next two eigenfunctions we obtained,

namely those corresponding to aresimilar to the two eigenfunctions of the eigenvalue 5.353depicted in Figure 4.5 of (Bachelot-Motet). As before, thesetwo functions seem to be related by a symmetry of theclosed hyperbolic surface of genus two. Now the averageof 4.9358, 5.1111 is  5.0274, a number that seems close tothe value 5.307 obtained by Bachelot-Motet.  If we keepdoing this, but now grouping eigenfunctions by theirsimilarity up to some symmetry of the closed hyperbolicsurface of genus two, and averaging their eigenvalues, weobtain the results shown in Table 2. The correspondingvalues obtained by Bachelot-Motet are also shown in thattable.
Eigenfunction Eigenfunction3.0511 + 3.8844

3.9136 4.9358

5.1111 6.1275
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6.2063 6.9963

Table 1: Eigenvalues and eigenfunctions.
Bachelot-Motet3.6287 3.83885.0274 5.3078.0065 8.19314.4819 14.74315.329 15.28418.5908 18.73520.955 20.59223.3647 23.20428.2561 28.15131.766 31.193

Table 2: Comparison between the first ten nonzero eigenvalues obtained by the spectral graph theory method (firstcolumn) and the Bachelot-Motet method (second column).
Now let us take a look at the critical points structure of theeigenfunction corresponding to displayed inTable 1. We note that this function has one local maximum(at the center of octogon), four saddle points (at themiddle points of the sides of the octagon), and one localminimum (at each of the eight vertices of the octagon).  Sothis function has 6 critical points, and, for topologicalreasons, this is the least number of critical points a Morsefunction defined on a closed surface of genus two admits.
4. Discussion of Results

The Literature Review conducted in our research indicatesthat the method here implemented (spectral graph theory)to estimate the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian of a 2-

manifold is new in this field. We based our method on theconvergence properties of the Laplacian of graphsapproximating the riemannian manifold. The results thatwe obtained show a good agreement with the onesobtained in the works mentioned in the Introduction. Theagreement between the shape of the eigenfunctions foundby our method and other methods is particularly good.Our results are mainly comparable with the ones obtainedby Bachelot-Motet (Bachelot-Motet). It should bementioned that the method developed in the presentarticle can be applied to arbitrary compact riemannianmanifolds and seems to be a good alternative due to itsapparently low computational cost. Our results serve asexperimental support for the hypothesis thateigenfunctions corresponding to the first nonzeroeigenvalue in a closed hyperbolic surface of any genushave the least possible total number of critical points. For
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topological reasons, the total number of critical points fora Morse function in the genus-2 case must be at least 6.The (approximate) eigenfunctions that we obtained have 6critical points: a local maximum, a local minimum, andfour saddle points. Finally, we remark that we did notattempt to estimate the numerical error incurred, andtherefore the results obtained at this time are only ofillustrative value.
5. Conclusions and Future Work

A method for obtaining approximations to the eigenvaluesand eigenfunctions of a closed hyperbolic genus twosurface based on ideas from spectral graph theory hasbeen developed. Although several very good methods forthe same purpose have been previously developed, thepresent approach seems to be a reasonable alternative dueto its apparently low computational cost and its generality.The method was applied and the results provideexperimental evidence regarding the fact that the genericeigenfunction of the first nonzero eigenvalue is a Morsefunction having the least possible total number of criticalpoints among all Morse functions admitted by thatmanifold.
The method should be tried in higher genus closedhyperbolic surfaces and also in the case of geometric 3-dimensional manifolds, i.e. the ones obtained as quotientsof any of Thurston's eight geometries.  Once theeigenfunctions of the first nonzero eigenvalue areobtained, it would be very interesting to evaluate thesimplicity of their critical point structure.
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